For Immediate Release

LAUREN BILLYS ANNOUNCES ADDITION OF TWO NEW
MOUNTS TO HER STRING
Carmel Valley, CA September 5, 2017- Lauren Billys is excited to welcome two exciting new horses to
her string of upcoming talent. After a whirlwind trip to Europe to shop with the support of two
syndicates and their members, Lauren selected Can Be Sweet (Tres Belle X Candyman), a 5-year-old
German Sporthorse gelding, and Caletina (R-Landau Z X Calido I), a 6-year-old Holsteiner mare to
bring back to the United States with her.
Owned by the Can Be Sweet Syndicate and the Caletina Syndicate, these exciting young horses were
hand picked after Lauren saw over 100 horses on her trip.
"Can Be Sweet, or 'Charlie', was the perfect fit for me," Lauren said. "He's got about 75% Thoroughbred
with a lot of really good German bloodlines, and he is super talented. He's flashy on the flat and has a
super jump and is a really nice horse to be around, which is important to me. I like to select horses who
are pleasant to work with and he checked all of the boxes."
"Caletina was one of the best jumpers I saw throughout the whole trip. She was winning the 1.20m
Young Horse classes and actually went cross country schooling for the first time for me, and I was really
pleased with how she handled the new challenges and learned quickly."
Lauren would like to thank Kathy Hörmann for her help sourcing these two youngsters, as well as Tiana
Coudray and Clare Ryan for helping facilitate many of the horses she visited on her trip.
Lauren looks forward to beginning partnerships with both horses, and is excited about adding them to
her string, as she continues to proudly represent Puerto Rico in international competition.
Shares in both the Can Be Sweet Syndicate as well as the Caletina Syndicate are still available, but are
filling quickly. For information about these syndicate opportunities, please contact Lauren Billys via
email at	
  laurenbillys@yahoo.com.	
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